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THE WOOSTER VOICE APRIL 3, 1987

Nationally Reeoweed Scholar
David WymaM To Address Wooster
, " The AfoaodommeMt of the jews"
by
Recognized as one of the best books of
1985

The New York Times

David A. Dean
Fdilnr-inhitf.T-

Wooster Voice

hc

Author and historian Events Committee, is free to the
David S. Wyman will address The public. .
Wyman,
in
born
College of Wooster on the subject
of his acclaimed best seller. The Weymouth, Massachusetts in 1929,
Abandonment of the Jews," was the grandson of two Protestant
April 8th at 8:00 p.m. in Lean ministers. He received his
Lecture Hall, located in Wishart Hall undergraduate degree from Boston
University in 1951 with an A.B. in
(on University and Bowman.)
Wyman, who currently history, then received his M.Ed

teaches history at the University of from Plymouth (N.H.) State College
Massachusetts in Amherst, is also in 1961 and a PhD. in history from
special advisor to the United Harvard in 1966. His doctorate
States Holocaust Memorial studies were underwritten by the
Council and a member of the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
Academic Advisory Board of the His dissertation was primarily
concerned with refugee policy from
Simon Wiesenthal Center.
The lecture, underwritten by 1938-1941.

the

Jewish

Association

Students

and the

Cnltnral

of "The
Author
of the Jews" and

Abandonment

INSIDE

?Jper

;

the

1938-1941-

I

",

Walls: - America and. unforgettable." .
"The Abandonment of emotion- of the reader in such a
Crisis
is an historical subtle way by showing both sides of
Jews"
the
his books have been

.Refugee

-

lauded as "concise, factual and to the
point." Receiving acclaim from the
New York Times, John Gross
commented, "'The Abandonment
of the Jews' is the fruit of years
of research in scores of archives. In
broad outline, the story Mr. Wyman
has to tell may not come as a great
surprise to anyone who has read
earlier writers on the subject. It is
the meticulously documented detail
that makes the impact of his book

shocking,

disturbing

documentation of public opinion and the conflict domestically and abroad.
toward the "Final His concentration on the opinion of
Solution" of Nazi Germany. The Americans concludes with the
compilation of 60 archival question, 'Would the reaction be any
collections and historical different today?"
Wyman has received
documentation have made "The
outside praise for his
Abandonment of the Jews" not only
a masterpiece of narrative World War scholarship on Jewish history
Nazi Germany but has shed during World War JJ and was the
considerable light on the role of recipient of the Doctor of Human
involvement the United States Letters from the Hebrew Union

responses

displayed during the Holocaust. College's Jewish Institute
and Wy man's book plays upon the see Wyman on pego 4

of

WCWS Selects New Management
1987-198- 8
Linestaff For
as new General Manager of WCWS
Rick Dayton chosen

By EricWertz
General Manager, WCWS
Week-lon- g

activities garner Greek life

Music Review: Choral Trip
Celestial sounds highlight Wooster Chorus Trip
Art Exhibit: " Urban Art"
Amy Straiten explores "Urban Art"
yietnam Memorial
:
Student support needed
Sports and More!
V.

-

-

-

.

Men's Track sets new32CD meter relay record

WCWS 91.9 FM has
now selected the new management
and linestaff for the 1987-8- 8
academic year. The number of
this year was
applicants
considerably higher than in previous
years, which made the selection
process difficult. The new
linestaff will
management and
receive training within the next few
weeks, and will begin their jobs on
.
May 1, 1987.

Rick

Dayton, a

sophomore, was selected to be
He
general manager of WCWS.
of
as
director
currently serves
Program Development, and has

assumed many other responsibilities December 1984.
Elizabeth
;
at the station during the past two
Rick has done sports Laverdlere, a sophomore from
years.
for men's basketball. Brunswick. Maine, will serve the
women's basketball, and football. College radio station in the capacity
She is
He has also been a colorful sports of Program Director.
at the
Director
Continuity
currently
He
commentator for these events.
years,
two
past
the
During
Sports
station.
WCWS
the
has been part of
Tonight team since 1985 and has she has been an active participant in
also been a wake-u- p programmer. In a wide variety of activities at
including doing
addition, he has served as a WCWS.
y
women's
for
newscaster, classical programmer, a
sports and Metropolitan Opera basketball, 'typing information for
engineer, and has done production continuity, working in production,
a
classical
; ; being
work.
A native of Grove City.
Pennsylvania, Rick has worked at programmer for one semester, and is
play-by-pl-

ay

play-by-pla-

WEDA-F-

M

in Grove City since

-

Contbmedoapage
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The Wooster Voice
Founded November 13, 1883

J It'l

Editorial Board

(

David A. Dean, Editor-in-ChiMeskerem Gebrikidan, Associate Editor
Kate Wolfe, Managing Editor
Graham Rayman, Mary Cox, Assistant Editors
f
Christopher Shifts, Spirts Editor
j
The Daily Record. Publisher
ef

Production Board
Lisa Fetterman, Layout and Production Director
Pam Rhoads, Copy and Publishing Editor
i.
Lisa Cutler, Assistant Copy Editor
Jane McCutcheon, Assistant Copy Editor
Publications Committee

CPS

i-

Deborah Hilty, Chairperson
Dr. Amos Kieve, Faculty Representative'
Dr. Waligore, Faculty Representative
Pat Bauerle, Student Representative
Paul Duff, Student Representative
Jon Barclay, Student Representative
David A. Dean, Editor, The Wooster Voice.
Aggie Belt,
The Index.
Brian Marshall,
The Index.
Ken Plusquellec, Dean of Students,
Meskerem Gebrikidan, Associate Editor,
David Bruno, Faculty Advisor. The Index
Audrey Lavin, Faculty Advisor. The Wooster Voice
Ex-Offic-

Co-Edit- or,

Ex-Offi-

cio

Co-Edit- or,

Ex-Offic-

Ex-Offic-

io

io

Daring the past four
years that we have been on the
Wooster campus, we have at times
been surprised by the seemingly
inconsistant decisions made by this

and helplessness.' We were relieved much of himself to the campus so
to find that the faculty of the unjustly.

biology department did in fact
Dr. Copsey over the by Amy Cilimburg and
Dr. Copsey's Bethany Young
other applicants.
recommend

of the colleagues and students are clearly
most ridiculous decisions is that supportive of his professional'
administration.

Board

Senior Board

Perhaps one

which has recently been made by the abilities and it still amazes all of us
Staff and Tenure that TS and S can make a decision
Committee (TS and S) . They have which overrides that made by those
decided against the rehiring of Dr. who have had the most contact with
Alan Copsey, a biology professor, this professor.
for next year. This decision came as
Is not the purpose of
a shock to all members of the
biology department.
educate students ? Then
Dr. Copsey's dedication why is student opinion so often
to the students and the college has blatantly ignored as this case
Do those with the
by biology indicates?
been
alike. His decision-makin- g
powers believe that
majors and
sincere desire to help students to we are incapable of critical thinking
learn is evident in his enthusiasm with regard to our own education?
' The person hired in Dr.
and his willingness to share his
his
Indeed,
energy.
Copsey's place is a woman. We, as
time and
devotion is evident in various female students, .are among the first
sectors of the college community . to admit that there is a great need
Specifically, he has been advisor to for an increase in women faculty
the Mac User's group and ECOS. members.
If the college is

.

Teaching

Tad Mason ( Sports, News and Feature )
Becky Pickett ( Sports, News and Feature )
Ted Silverman ( Columnist )
Junior Board
Robert Murphy ( Sports, News and Feature )
Pat Schmitz ( Sports Columnist, News and Feature )
Chuck Brady (Sports )
Wes Johnston ( Sports )
Graham Rayman ( News and Feature, Columnist )
Mary Cox ( News and Feature )
Sophomore Board
Thomas Stewart ( Newmann Columnist )
Scott Spongier ( News and Feature )
Alan Hoch ( Editorial Columnist )
David Neon ( News and Feature )
Amy Stratton (Art Critic and News and Feature )
Craig Lombardi ( Sports )

First Tear Board
,

i

Michael Snavely ( News and Feature )
Alicia Aebersold ( News and Feature )

Dear Editor,

io

Ex-Offic-

.Tfturnalfcm

Tenure Denial Questioned

io

Wooster

to

well-recogniz- ed

non-majo-

rs

has participated in the Solving committed to a policy of hiring
World Hunger short course and has women faculty, it makes sense that
written over SO recommendations for when a vacancy arises, a woman is
students of various majors. These hired for the specific position.
are but a few of Dr. Copsey's However, we believe that when
contributions to the campus, and we such a tremendously dedicated and
could devote an entire article to respected professor has been found,
describing his qualities. (But we the individual should not be forced
won't... we would'l want readers to to leave on the basis of his or her
think we were trying to pass LS. or sex. Recently vacant tenure-tra- ct
anything!)
positions have been available to be
Given all this, why is filled by females, but they have

Dr. Copsey leaving? Upon hearing been filled by males.
this decision, the first reaction of
We as biology majors
was
majors
a
biology
the
most of
cannot understand how TS and S can
combination of anger, frustration treat a professor who has given so

A Fositrve Point
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
bigger than the dot on this

when it's 90 cur
able. With the best chance
of saving the breast
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammogram is a simthafs simply the
ple
best news yet for detecting
breast cancer. And saving
x-r- ay

lives.

If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.

Give yourself the
chance of a lifetime."'
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Bogus Americans: Can We Extend
Ourselves Beyond PersonaK;:
"Individualism"
Alan Hoch
Columnist, The Wooster Voice
It is only when a against the rights of the minority.
you're right.
couple million of you cheat that the
There is one more
results are so damaging. Yet, that's
hardly an excuse to go on doing the attribute of a Bogus American- - I
same. One of that million has to would like to cover: Hypocrisy,
deside to go straight before the rest Take our involvement
with
will. It might as well be you. In Nicaragua and the Contras. People
the same category goes any crime, in the. American government see
from murder to embezzlement. Also. Nicaragua as a threat to be
add the causes of crimes and such neutralized, by any means necessary.
things as racism to the That's exactly how they are doing iL
list. While most people haven't Our government is sticking its neck
realized this, engaging in any of the where it doesn't belong and supports
above actively works to bring down a group of "freedom fighters" that
the government and society of the would be better classified as
United States. A nation exists best terrorists. The American ideals can't
However, our ideals and when times are good. It's hard to end at the twelve mile limit. We
our society rarely match. There are .call crime or racism a good time.
say we support freedom, but those
many, most of us in fact, that try at
freedoms have to apply to all
I was watching the nations, not just our own.
times to warp the system to their
Our
own. selfish needs, or worse, fight news one night and I came upon a national security needs to be
of all (protected, yes, but nothing can
for their own rights, while not report where up to 15
caring a bit about the rights of schools have sanctioned prayer, justify the murder of thousands of
others. When Ameicans act in this despite the fact the Supreme Court innocent human beings.
It's
way, the word I use for them is has ruled it unconstitutional. Let me amazing how easy that decision
Prayer in school is seems to be to make when we're
bogus. Hence, Bogus Americans: repeat that:
Support America the name or the against the law. Unfortunately, the talking about
isn't
'what can it do for me' America, not authorities can't act against such it? Yes, I am saying these are the
America the ideal.
occurances
until someone acts of a Bogus Americans. The
complains. No one has, not when ends rarely, justify the means, it is
The true Bogus their own views have been fullfilled. said.
It follows that a nation
American doesn't, actually exist. Thus, they apparently can't care less protected by any means is rarely
Rather, all of us to some extent that they're trampling others' rights justifiable in the end.
have bogusness in us, some more in the process. To not be a Bogus
I realize that there are
than others. As an example: When American you have to be fair, within
sure
I'm
creeds.
all
reason,
to
as
tax,
civil disobedience
things
income
on
such
your
you cheat
You save you've noticed that in most of my and protest, and our nation needs
you're being bogus.
money at the expense of both your articles I have stressed this point them if it is to live up to its ideal,
fellow citizen and the government. again and again. Now you know Yet there is a fine line between the
or Tampant
Oh, you may say the effect of your why. The majority opinion is never above and
cheating is negligible and in a way the correct one when it works nationalism. Use these criteria for
any act you might commit or
and
support: 1) Is it
2) Does it support your view above
all or some others? If the answer is
yes, then you may just be a Bogus
Andrew Mayer
American.
Columnist, The Wooster Voice
What is it to be an
American? Certainly it's more than
pledging allegiance to the flag every
morning or being willing to fight
for your country. All nations are
made up of such patriots. We must
find exactly what gives Americans
the most pride. What characteristic
does our system have that we point
to as being the most important to
us? Obviously you would say it is
our freedoms. The freedom to speak
out, to practice our chosen religion,
and many others. I would say you
were right.
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Getting What You Pay For

self-servin- g,

Could
completely frustrated in my attempts limited choice at "best.
But although methods have been discussed
to gain information.
it's easy enough to blame the whereby alcohol could still have
I think it begins at a been served? Could the Voice have
students,
a
as
see
this
column
I
challenge, to me and to the College higher level: the administration. It been used to give us an explanation?
of Wooster. My purpose is not to comes trickling down through the Policy is handed down from those
attack anyone directly but to create a faculty and into nearly every student on high. Period,
It's
What about rape?
forum to discuss what I belive may at the College.
Women's
the
which
what
explain
I
something
me
Let
be a problem that is in many ways
I invite mean. This college does a better Resource Center has campaigned to
crippling to the school.
your comments and criticism, both job of hiding scandal than the U.S. make us aware of, but the reality is
government. Any problem, such as-- that few people are aware when rapes
from faculty and students.
Tve gotta get out of here!" rape, drugs, alcohol, or even dorm. .do occur on this campus, other than
It seems ever body says that about fires are dealt with or rather swept .unconfirmed rumors. I'm not saying
this school, sooner or later. "My under the rug to never again see the, we need names, but there is a
own frustration comes from a sense light of day. . This is usually difference between hearing about the
of creeping apathy, something that followed by a barrage of rules, danger, .and the realituy of it
occurring. The best we get
pervades Wooster campus life like a usually blindly followed and
running around telling a
security
is
rallies, enforced by threats of being dragged
disease. The
to be careful, pur
people
few
as
no
if
as poorly attended as they were, to J board. Often it seems
, consciously or not.
'administration
never
is.
have
almost
actually
I
one
came like a breath of fresh air in an
- through
information
distributes,
it.
heard
of
otherwise stagnant place.
Yii
who are
People
rumor.
.
and
innuendo
about
Hew
Examples?
It seems like a majority of.
on
adult
take
to
ready
we
us
ask
anyone
if
not
Ichabod's?
Did
about
care
students don't really
anything.' In many ways I'm just as wanted it changed, really? We were responsiblities shouldn't be in
I Continued On Page 8)
guilty as everyone else, after hging.

Challenges

The Wooster Voice
Published weekly during the academic year except
during vacations and examination periods by the students of The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
The Wooster Votce welcomes all typed and signed
letters to the editor from students, : faculty, administrators,
subsribers and members of the greater Wooster community. All
correspondence may be addressed to: The Wooster Votcer
The College of Wooster, Wooster,
Post Office Box
Ohio 44691. The deadline for all letters and stories is Tuesday,
at 6 p.m- -' The current subscription price is $25.00 per year for
first class delivery.
First class postage paid at Wooster,- Ohio. Postmaster
Send address changes To The Wooster Voice. Post Office
College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio, 44691 (
Box
attn: David A. Dean ). Back issues' are available from The
v
Wooster Voice officcTHE WOOSTER VOICE
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Cleveland Orchestra To
Perform At The
College of Wooster
WOOSTER-CIevela-

f.V

Mr

-

nd

Orchestra resident conductor Jahja
Ling and conducting assistant
Michael Stern will lead the
orchestra's College of Wooster
performance April 7 at 8:15 pjn. in
McGaw Chapel.
Ling, an
internationally acclaimed concert
pianist, will also be the featured
soloist at the concert.

wcws

new age shows and organized the

w

presentation of The Hobbit on

Continued from page 1
presently an adult contemporary

She

has

also

engineered the Metropolitan Opera
over college breaks and interviewed
people for Public Affairs.
Along with its staff and
linestaff, the management team of
Rick. Elizabeth, and John Hickey,
currently ProgTam Director, will
oversee WCWS in the coming year.
The new linestaff is as
follows: Carl Olson will be the
Currently a
next News Director.
junior, he served as Production
student,
Director when a first-yeand was the director of Program
Development in 1986. He has been
a programmer for a variety of shows
during the past three years.
Shawn Putman will
retain his position as Music
Director. A junior, Shawn currently
hosts a classic rock program.
Robert Clingan, a
first-yestudent, will head up the
station's classical music department
as Classical Music Director. Robert
has a unique background for this
position. He has had a strong
interest in classical music since
.childhood and has studied music
Having
history and interpretation.
lived in Europe for eight years, he
has heard some of the world's best,
orchestras and singers.
Since WCWS is
planning to considerably increase
production in the coming months,
both Ted Clayton and Paul
will be working as
Production Managers. Ted Clayton
will be retaining his position. He
has been very instrumental in
keeping programmers supplied with
numerous promos and public service
announcements to make the station
sound professional on the air. Ted
has also hosted several shows and
ar

ar

Paul Potts, a sophomore, has done
some very innovative work in
production. He has hosted several

was on the Best Sellers list of the
New York Times for five weeks

and he has appeared on such
television shows as the "Today
Show". "Nlghtllne", "Why In
the World", and "The 700

orchestra's

performance

Club."

In May of 1978 Wyman

published in

of

Commentary

Grieg's,

"Why Auschwitz, Was
Never Bombed" which attracted
the attention of the ' press and
scholarly circles in Western Europe

In A minor, Op. 16" as featured

and Israel. To show its considerable
influence today, as of April 1983,

'

.

magazine.

Schumann's
"Overture - to
Byron's 'Manfred, Op. 115."
Ling will perform

three-moveme-

"Piano Concerto

nt

"Symphony

nt

3 In F

.,

.o

.

Brahms'

reporters and others still write

No.

responses to this article.

major, Op. 90."

w v

wu m

a

i

"

WCWS earlier this year.

David Janes, a junior,
will serve in the capacity of Public
Affairs Director. He is currently the
Operations Director at the station.
For the past three years, David has
been a programmer of a variety of
shows as well as a Metropolitan
Opera and basketball engineer.
Greg Riimburg, a
sophomore, will be the Traffic and
Continuity Director. He has been a
programmer since 1985 and has
made numerous improvements in the
Christian music programming at the
He obtained Christian
station.
Countdown America for WCWS,
which is currently being aired on
Sunday afternoons.
Bill
Grubb, a
first-yestudent, will be Sports
Director. He has hosted two shows
and engineered basketball
games throughout this semseter. He

WATCH
Skies will variably cloudy today and it will be cold along
with a chance of snow flurries. The high will only. reach
30 to 35. Tonight promises to be mostly., cloudy with a
chance of snow and a low of 20 to 25. Unfortunately, the
weekend weather will not be nearly as magnificent as that
of the previous weekend. Skies will be partly to mostly
f
cloudy Saturday and Sunday and temperatutesl wf 11 reme-irwell below normal with highs of only 33 to 38 on Saturday
and 53 to 58 on Sunday. Morning lows will range from 23
rn ?R Saturday and 33 to 38 Sunday. There will be a chancd
of snow flurries on Saturday and rain on Sunday. TRIVIA:
March, 1987 was the second snowiest March on record.
r

;

ar

also

will
play-by-pl-

be

doing

Hammaker, a

sophomore, will serve as Public
Relations Director. He has hosted
many shows during the past two
years. Jerry's outgoing personality
will greatly benefit his work in this

position.

Make

Any-Goo-

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

d

Affiliated Hospitals in
New York State
GRENADA
New Jersey
v
ST. VINCENT
United Kingdom
.
Approved February 4, 1987 by the New York State Education Department for the
purpose of conducting a clinical clerkship program in New York teaching hospitals. George's received a Similar approval in 1985 from the New Jersey Board of
Medical Examiners; this establishes St. George's as the only foreign medical school
with instruction in English that has
campuses-i- n both New .York
and New Jersey.
Over 700 students have transferred to US. medical schools. St. George's has
graduated over 1,000 physicians- :.
They are licensed in 39 states;
They hold faculty positions in 20 U.S. medical schools 25 have been Chief
Residents in 119 U.S.hospitals (according to a 1986 survey).
St. George's is entering its second decade of medical education. In the first decade,
we were cited by The Journal of the American Medical Association (January I98S)
as ranking number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass rate
on the ECFMG exam.
St. George's is one of the few foreign medical schools whose students qualify for
Guaranteed Student Loans. Our students also qualify for the PLUS ALAS loans
and, under certain conditions, VA loans. St. George's grants a limited number of
loans and scholarships to entering students.
St. George's University School of Medicine
For information
468
please contact
co The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
Bay Shore, New York 11706
One East Main Street
the Office of
i

'

-

state-approv-

Day-Eve-

n

Better
for Someone Else

for You.
Give Blood.
American
KedCroM

.

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY

baseball

this spring.

ay

Jerry

Potts

worked with cataloging records.

Religion. Hit book "The
Abandonment of the Jews"

the

Stern will conduct

four-moveme-

m

Continued from page 1

college's Lowry Center. Remaining
tickets will be available at the door.

soloist and will conduct

Tickets are $12.50 for
general admission and may be
purchased at the front desk of the

programmer.

Wyman

BIOODMOBILti:
WESTMINSTER CHURCH
HOUSlD THURS. APRIL
11AM
9TH
5PM

-

Sign up in Lowry

EARN POINTS FOR GREEK WEEK

ed

--

Admissions

(516)

665-850- 0

--

i

VIETNAM
MEMORIAL
PROPOSED

!'

V.M.O. News Release

"War, proposed last week to erect a
--

memorial to

fo).

YMAN

AVID

Students inspired by David

Dungan's course, Legacies of the Vietnam

f

fo)

LEG" u. iyj mi
n n

air those who suffered

PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS. AMHERST
group called The Vietnam Memorial AND SPECIAL ADVISER TO THE U.S. HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL COUNCIL.

because of the war. They have formed a

constructed by the students. A site on tne
slope between the football field and the
-baseball diamond has been suggested and
a design by Crista Goddard is presently
being considered by members of the

class.

T

H

E

Goddard's design includes

benches of plain wood without any polish
or naint and a nlaaue dedicating the
-- memorial to all those who suffered in the
War. A quote by the Wooster graduate
'56 Norman Morrison: "The house of
spirit is always being built It is built with
lives like yours and mine, is presently
under consideration.

e?l

'

inemcriaPg

xJu

WW

WL ovSiw
R

A

I

The Proposed Memorial
One of the Administration's main
objections has been a fear of destruction.

A

N

D

T

H

E

The students hope the simplicity and
sanctity of their efforts will protect the
memorial from vandalism. They feel that

'after the class, the College has a
responsibility to do something permanent,

though Sophomore Sandeep Bhatia

added: "though our experiences here will

stay with us forever, it is time we

HO

L

A

U

acknowledged the efforts and sacrifices of
' so many men and women."

'The memorial it is hoped will

; remind students and future generations of
the horrors of war and is an effort
towards creating a more peaceful world.

The Student Government Association

"approved a one hundred and

twenty-fiv- e

dollar fund request to the Vietnam
Memorial Organization last Monday
'evening. It is hoped that students and
faculty will sign the petition and offer
what they can towards the effort
Petitions can be obtained from
Students in Dungan's class or at Lowry
Infromation Desk or see Liddy Williams.

-
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A Review: Celestial Soeed From
Heaven: The 1987 Spring ChoralTrip
Pittsburgh's performance lauded as one of the finest
Wooster Chorus graces Pittsburgh's Heinz Chapel
Rarely in one's lifetime
does a choir move an audience to
tears of joy, but the presence of the
Wooster Chorus at the Heinz Chapel
in Pittsburgh evoked such strong
emotions. As a young boy. my
voice instructor told me that the
measure of a choral concert's sucess
was whether the audience felt the
presence of the Almighty. From the
moment I walked into the gothic
Heinz Chapel, built in replication of
the Cathedral of Saints in Lyon,
France, I knew this concert would be
special.
The audience was a mixed
crowd of alumni, college parents and
a few guest visitors, but the
quaintness of the surroundings and
calm weather outside made you feel
as if you had stumbled by accident
on a rehczrsal of choir boys before a
Sunday m ass. The opening piece.

Let All The People Praise
The Lord , written by G alius
Dressler(was an excellent piece to
introduce the magnitude of talent of
the chorus. Although sung in
English rather than traditional Latin,

1

the

final

Alleluia and the
culmination of a slow crescendo in
-

the middle of the piece proved to be
a masterful incorporation of the
chapel's accustics and the blend of a
four part harmony.
The Crucifixus
by
Antonio Lotti and AscendJt Deus
by Peter Phillips, sung in traditional
Latin, baited the audience's attention
by staging a duel between the
soprano-alto- s
and the
One drawback in the Crucifixes
was the over accented Crucifixus
at the beginning of each phrase, but
tenor-basse-

considering

the

The Missa Brevis la F Major the third pans concludes with a
was composed primarily as a small story about the "gossips." The
choral work during Mozart's tenure performance was both stimulating
as a choral writer in Salzburg. Sung and humorous and the audience,
in traditional Latin, the combination although not familiar with the
I
of a small chamber orchestra and the German in which it was sung,
enjoyed the expressions and the
(difficult fluctuations and
intertwining of parts displayed a gaiety with which it was sung.
The conclusion of the
maturity rarely seen in college
was
a trio of pieces, Samuel
concert
choirs today.
(1910-198Anthony O
Briber's
Part HI began with a
2, Paul
No.
Daly,
Opu
If,
Morley
entitled
by
Thomas
favorite
of
Now Is The Month Of Maying. Christiansen's arrangement
After the performance individuals Wondrous Love and William L.
Soon Ah Will Be
commented that the piece was not Dawson's
At the conclusion of
the familiar rune they were Done.
accustomed to. It should be noted Wondrous Love yon could feel
however mat pieces as popular as the anticipation on the audience's
that of Thomas Morley's Now Is part for an encore but civility
The Month Of Maying have reigned and the perform ace drew to
been
for many different an end.
To truly feel the power of
choral styles. Weep, O Mine
Eyes and All Creatures Now such a collection of mature voices
combined with some of the finest
by John Bennet
(1575-161culminated the sacred and secular music ever can
Renaissance and Baroque aspect of only be appreciated in the company
the performance and introed nicely of the Wooster Chorus. The
for the piece by Johannes Brahams perform ace at Pittsburgh's Heinz
(1833-189entitled Ltbeslieder Chapel was a sucess beyond words.
The perfect division of harmony and
Waltzer, Opus 52.
The Brahms piece was accoustical balance rarely seen
humorous and a nice change from among college choirs today is a
the serious and often heart testamony not only to the directing
wrenching songs of Morley. Bennet ability of John Russell but of the
and Dressier. The Libeslieder Waltzer power and dedication that was
is a two part story about a evident that beautiful Sunday
nightingale and the beauty it afternoon.
The Wooster Chorus,
posseses while the second part deals
with the beauty of the Danube and founded in 1964 is comprised of SO
.

1)

!

--

-

re-writ-

ten

4)

7)

s.'

difficulty

of

projection and enunciation in such a
large hall the audience assumed it as
standard.
Part H of the concert
displayed not only the vocal talent
of the chorus as a whole, but also

the talents of the soloists in
Mozart's Missa Brevis In F
Major, K. 192.
Principal
soloists were Jill Midolo, soprano,
.

Nancy Degner, alto, Andrew Doud,
tenor and Jerry Williams, bass. The
power and the maturity of vocal
resonance of Ms. Midolo's voice
was the foundation for the other

three parts. The soft but strong
projection could be heard over the
a
three parts and resulted in
sub-melo-

dy

without interruption.

Andrew Doud and Jerry Williams
displayed a maturity beyond their
vocal years, and alto Nancy Degner
impressed the audience with a deep

but

emotionally

College ID. Required
Expiration Date 63087
Only at location listed below

MUFFLERS
BRAKES
SHOCKS
STRUTS

drowned out by the other three parts.

TV

f,

Wof r Vo?ce
various University where

representing

iuucnis

he

held a

academic majors at The College of fellowship in choral conducting.
Wooster. Acclaimed by critics as a During the 1982-8- 3 year Mr. Russell
choir with the "will to sing with was on a sabattical leave in
precision, balance, and sense of Cambridge University in England
joy," the Wooster Chorus was a where he was a Visiting Associate
delight at every stop. The Fellow of Clare HalL
1987 Spring Tour began on March 7
jand ended on the 17th. Some of the

j

more notable stops were the
University of Pittsburgh Heinz payment would be made every year if
Chapel. Franklin and Marshall the student wished to continue the

John's College, and the phone service. There would also be
Kennedy center in a $17 monthly service charge and
John
any long distance calls that the
Washington, D.C..
John Russell, the Music student might make.
Director received his undergraduate
degree at Oberlin Conservatory in
organ. While at Oberlin he sang
OPTION 2
with the Oberlin College Choir and
College,

Sl

f.

studied choral conducting

with

The college would
College of Wooster
Telephone Co.

Robert Fountain. He completed hisl

graduate

studies

Boston form

at

SGA Corner
Phones For
Every Room

a

The college would
install die jacks in every room and a
new switchboard would have to be
bought tb compensate for .the extra
PBX
Jacks: $200,000.
load.
switcher. $220,000. Also, at least ...
e
employees would
two new
"
A.
have uxiewhired which would raise
the cost to the college (and the
Student student).
full-tim-

The
The college could
Association has been
charge the students less for the
aware of the problems of the
phone use and long distance calls
college's current phone system.
since the college would only cover
During an interview with a
not receive a profit.
the the cost and
from
representative
would
bills
be paid to the -All
administration, the SGA discovered
Everyone would have a
college.
that the college had undertaken a phone in his or her room and would
survey of the phone situation and
pay part of the 'cost to the college.
had determined two possible Long
distance calls would be billed
alternatives. The SGA has also
the
student separately.
to
determined a third option. It must
be kept in mind that any cost to the
college will be paid for by the
OPTION 3
students, preferably over a five year
Extend the system
period, to avoid any
use but have "'
debts which would increase the cost In present
campus phones In every
over time.
Government

.

long-standi- ng

ALIGNMENTS

la
D
D

0
D

0

a a a h coupon a a n i
i

D

AND RECEIVE 10

a

OFF ANY SERVICE
-

(SALE FTEMS EXCLUDED)

a

D
D

COLLEGE I.D. REQUIRED

TiUlE IT TO f.IIDJlS

trice rr to o:.eo:je you trust
MOAS MUFFLER SHOP
506E.Lberty Street Wboster.ONo

stimulating

performance, maintaining a part
which could have been easily

David A. Dean
Editor-in-ChU-

262-029-

7

(N.E Comer of Beal and Lbertv)

room.

OPTION 1

.

The college would

The students install jacks in the room and a new
from switcher. Also, outgoing lines would
would bay service
be bought.
This cost is
United Telephone Co.

approximately $400,000.
Any
This would entail long distance calls would be handled
that the college install (and pay for) by the operator and the bill would
all the jacks in each dorm room. be collect or credit card. This would
This would cost approximately cost almost as much as option 2.
but would not include the billing
$180,000 to $200,000.
The students, if they burden.
wished, could purchase phone
SGA will be
services from United Telephone for
local and long distance calls. All doing a survey soon on the
It is vital
the bills would go to each student phone situation.
The for us to have your feedback,
from the phone company.
so please fill out the SGA
installation fee would be
$39.
It is unclear whether this telephone survey.
.

,
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It's That Time: OnceAgain: Greek
J
Week f87 -

.

'

:

....

:

.

Bob Dean to address addiction to "Crack"
and "Cocaine" MarkBeaven

ntr

Section Writer, The Wooster Voice

Members of ISC and
form of the Grek
the
in
ICC,
Week CemmiXtee, have been hard
at work getting ready for next
week's annual events. Jeff Moor
and Tracy Callahan are confident
that this will be another good as
well . as competitive year. Last
year's successful week can be
attributed to the hard work of Mark
Moved. Karen Ferguson and their
committee. ' Many Greeks still note
the unique camaraderie that
culminated at the final awards
ceremony where the Delta and
Sigs tied for the winning section
and the Alpha Gamma won for the

dubs.

pizza

attributed to the high greek turnout. shortage mat is facing the country
On a local level, the People to now. The collection for the canned

People canned food drive was also food drive will also take place that
successful in bringing in hundreds of day. The actual competition will
start on Friday April 10. with the
canned food items for die needy.
Tuesday April 7 is Tug or War at 3:00, Fireman's
the opening of Greek Week '87. Relay at .4:00. and the Human
Saturday's
with ISC sponsoring Bob Dean to Pyramid at 5:00.
address the topics of "CRACK" events begin with a Scavenger
and "COCAINE" at 6:00pm in Hunt at 1:00. the Egg Drop
Lowrv Pit. Wednesday night is the Contest at 1:15 and the Keg
xeal kickoff starting at 9:00pm with Toss finishing the events at
The final party where
'the Greek Llpsinc contest at 2:00pm.
Ichabod. To many student it will trophies will be handed down to the
will be from
seem like years past because there new winners
Saturday eveningl
will be beer that night as well as at
All event will take placv
the closing award ceremonies on
6:30-9:00p-

Saturday

April

II.

J

X

-

I

203-01-00

I

202-71- 30

1

Y
(

I

TMHTTSaiMN

-

AV.

f J

""NAV'

WOOSTO.OMO

m

Graduate: You Already Havo

At both in the small quad in front of

As with last year, there event the beer will be free, having Armington. If bad weather occurs an
alternate location will be posted.
will be two charities benefiting from been donated by ISC and ICC
outdoor event are open to die
The
the
will
be
Thursday
section and club participation.
and the week U meant to be
public,
at
drive
blood
Cross
sections
Red
to
awarded
Bonus point are
everyone. Greek Week
fun
for
from
House
Red
the
for
Westminster
turnout
high
that have
All donors are greatly painter's caps and plastic cups will
Cross blood drive. Last year much 11:00-5:0of the success of the blood drive was appreciated due to the blood be sold at opening night in

recJ

IPre-Aipprov- od

.

0.

Newman Club Corner

I)

Ichabod's.

a? CalVJilblo

on Select '86 and WPontlacs. Buick. Dodge & Dodge Trucks

The money

goes towards the cost of running the

events.

Student Social Activism
;

"chosing to become involved"
"thinlt globally and act locally"
Thomas W.Stewart,
Newmanu Club Writer,

Jr.

TV-

- Wpf?r Voice

i
Student social activism is in an area, much of the world may groups as visibly as certain other f
a topic which can bring painful effectively forget about it, Vietnam, trends like fashion or hairstyles do.
Support of a particular social cause
reminders of that part of college life Nicaragua, Northern Ireland. Iran.
'
does,
however, imply a certain
Africa
South
Ethiopia,
and
that urges all of us to "think Libva.
responsibility
and awareness which
therefore
and
media,
had
globally and act locally" to have all
stronger personal
make
much
can
a
on
focused
attention
international,
places
many
recognize that in
about identity, character,
statement
their
and
people,
their
leaders,
their
exist
campus
there
beyond this
outwardly
problems bigger than papers, bigger problems, as have the Philippines, and values than any
marking
can.
visible
Beirut. Cambodia,
than finals, bigger than picking a Israel.
Recent speakers on
major. Yes. some are even bigger Afghanistan. Poland, the Soviet
which the Newman
social
issues
The
States.
United
Union, and the
than I.S.
Catholic
Student
Association has
have
spotlights,
very
cameras'
, Social activism
news
is
sponsoring are Bishop
taken
part
in
Shiites,
the
Contra,
many
the
us
popular
shown
trend,
like
much a
James Lyke of the Catholic Diocese
other trends. People enter into it the IRA. the PLO, the Viet Cong.
Cleveland, and Richard Thomas,
of
for a variety of reasons, and it is the Boat People, and various groups
AIDS victim who is a travelling
an
United
highly influenced and directed by the of hostages outside the
lecturer
on the realities of AIDS.
and
Cuban
women,
media. Throughout die course of any States. Blacks,
and
refugees
given year, places, people, and Central American
on each
issues which were the current homosexuals (with and without of
ke
is
avaiuble
"fashionable" world concern are AIDS), among other groups, have
NCSA office Jn
fairly clearly identifiable in been the victims of social injustice c
0Q5t c
n
Hall
newspapers and television news within the last few years here m the
extcnsi(m 2Q96
United States.
reports.
Choosing to become
Different areas of the
an issue with
choosing
world and segments of the world's involved,
then a level
and
identify,
to
which
populations receive varying degrees
commitment
time
is
and
personal
of
in
of attention at different points
voluntary
and
individual
an
largely
a
while
even
history. And so,
Tou
problem still rages on, once the matter. Involvement with an issue
and
news media decrease their attention does not mark individuals

i
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Late Night Musings
Graham Rayman
Columnist, The
"And then the world turned
upside down..."
Little did the Frenchman,
who uttered that ever so important
and predictive comment at the end of
the American Revolutionary War.
know that it would be used for
something as ridiculous as this.
And Jhen the snows came,
and one student spake unto another,
"Man! Am I bummed!"
Then the snows began to
melt, and the same student spake,
"Dude! Tm psyched!"
Then, it came to pass that
the student was beaten about the face
and neck.

:

!

Wif

Vof

ball into the end zone, behind
superior blocking by Bundy,
MacNamara, and the Joint Chiefs.

Leu hear it for those

,

football analogies! Yay!
Those snows really plunged
me back into the depths of dispair.
or dis pear, as the more
produce-minde- d
of us might say. I
was reminded of an 'ol friend who

" Hopper, Lewis, Bishop And Soyer:

The Figure in the Urban
Environment"

Amy Stratton
Art Writer, The Wooster Voice
Hopper often portrayed later on." Referring to her exhibit's
exhibition
showing on the second floor of solitary figures within the city opening (March 30th) she says.

The

current

"It-wa-

Frick Art Museum, from March 30 environment, which communicates a
through June 13, is the culmination sense of loneliness, isolation, and
of Lisa Blackadar's Senior alienation that he observed in the
Independent Study project in Art experience of urban dwellers.

History.

"The Figure la the

The

works

Lewis

by

s

really fun to have faculty and
friends come share in my I.S.
project." And with a smile she
added. "I was pleased glad it's
over but pleased." Blackadar plans'
to pursue a Masters Degree in Art

Urban Environment" is an romanticize the urban experience and History
at the University of
exhibit of nineteen prints by rely more on narrative qualities than
Kentucky
in Lexington, beginnings
emotional
or
psychological
on
early
the
of
artists
American
lunch. Bozo MacRebee came ip and twentieth century: Edward Hopper, content. He captured moments in this fall. After graduate school .she -- I
said that some freshmen were givin' Martin Lewis. Isabel Bishop, and daily life," such as figures crossing a is interested in a career in gallery or i
museum work, researching and,
us cool seniors some guff. Well, Raphael Soyer. All the prints were street, as in a photographic image.
organizing art exhibits.
in
subject
predominant
A
my buddy. Mike. said. "No way Tm chosen from the College of
American , gonna take that! Nooooo way!" So Wooster's John Taylor Arms the works by Bishop is the
the
SOURCES: Catalogue for
Name
President who wrote these two on a bet, he undertook to toss a Collection with the exception of interaction between people women "Hopper, Lewis, Bishop, mmd
statements within a month of each "cup o' puddih" in the general
"She frequently Soyer: The Figure in the"
a Soyer print which is on loan from in particular.
other:
figures of women
coupled
New
represents
sniveling
Artists.
American
those
Associated
direction of
Urban Environment" .
A) There is a bitter bile in cowards. Now this wasn't just any York, and a Bishop print that exchanging and sharing thoughts Dy Lisa Kendeigh Blackadar, Senior
my throat.
pudding; it was lean and mean and belongs to The College of Wooster and expresses a sense of their independent Study; and a personal " j
B) There are two minutes radar guided. Once it hit, it spewed permanent collection. Blackadar's camaraderie and intimacy. This is interview. Amy Stratton is a
left, and some say we are down by its contents over a seven foot area. Independent Study project consisted her way of identifying and student of the College of Wooster
two touchdowns. But by Golly, our Then it hardened. You might as well of researching and writing a paper representing feminine perspectives. and is the Arts Writer for The.
boys are going to pull it out. It's just throw those clothes away. You
Voice.
about the four artists, organizing the Blackadar referred to a women s -Wooster
I I M
going to be the greatest presidential were sunk if it got you on yer exhibit of selected works herself, studies class she took with Professor Ml
comeback in history!
epidermis. You know, skin grafts,
and preparing a catalogue of the Joanne Frye as the source of some
Okay, and massive high tech surgery...
Answer anybody?
exhibit with the help of her advisor, of her own observations of the
you in the Bakunin Anarchist
and feminine perspective in Bishop's
Without any regard for Thalia Gouma-PetersoThat's right! A president human decency, Mike zinged that
work.
Kitty Zurko.
it
didn't write that, a speech writer did. sucker right at the head of the
Of the four artists, the role
The four artists Blackadar
Now we go to Bob Hasenpepper, sniveling-es- t
Splat!
coward.
chose to focus on were products of a of the artist as social commentator
with a little thing we in the biz like Shrapnel flew everywhere. Puddin' realistic movement in art in the is most evident in Soyer's
"Great Comebacks shrapnel that is the worst kind. early twentieth century that sought representations of urban life.
to call
Throughout History!"
Immediately, the house guards to depict "American urban society "Consistently from the 1920's
Thanks Toad. Today, kids, zipped over to see what was up.
by representing the masses of lower through to the 1960's. Soyer
we're going to commemorate some And they grabbed Mike and gave
class poor and new urban working renresenu the emotional results of
great presidential comebacks. Times him 3 weeks of suspension. All fer
class that had emerged through the an overall dehumanization achieved
when the game was on the line and throwin' a cup o' puddin'.
urban
industrialization of the American in the
our great leader grit his teeth, sucked
Well he wasn't going to city." This movement represented a machine of New York City.
it up, and came through in the have none of that. The next day he break from die trend of nineteenth
Blackadar chose these
clutch.
show
who
artists because of the
had
gonna
was
He
painters
canicular
came back.
century Victorian
Who could forget the 'em. That morning he drank 14 idealized and glorified the
aspects they have in common. They
wooden-toothe- d
man himself. ounces of JD Black, went into the American city in its representations are all American artists, they were
George Washington, who. while principal's office, and proceeded to of the upper class. The theme of the contemporaries, and they all were
playing quarterback, rubbed his drool all over his desk.
works Blackadar chose for her paper influenced by New York City cuoureJ
hands together, survived a holding
i
The other day, I found out and exhibit was to "portray the In retrospect. Blackadar commentedj
call on Right Offensive Tackle what happened to Mike. He is now emotional, psychological, and "I really liked doing this IS
Benedict Arnold, and led his team to a computer analyst in Boulder. physical effects on the figure in the because I not only had to do the
a gutsy 7 win in Yorktown.
Colorado, .The moral is. I suppose. urban rftMirw"mn and so provide a written part, but also the practical,
What about Harry Truman, ...uh...well I guess there isn'
experience of doing an
view of the human condition in the hands-o- n
who shed his role as coach and really a moral. Look! why don early twentieth century."
exhibition, which I may like to do
substituted in for Doug Iron Pipe" you just find your own?!
Macarthur. who was having a
By the way. I do have campus, one where education could of being anything but a "safe"
season's worst game(3 for 21, 10 some of thai special pudding left. It be more than simply a process of school, terrified of the smallest bit
good press
yards, 2 fumbles). Truman instituted has a shelf-lif- e
of two hundred years. feeding us information that could of bad press? And is bur
we done
Have
good?
really
that
as
gained
just
easily
Doctrine,
often
be
and
be
play.
favorite
52
his
If Reacan. or the Defense
beat those Reds back behind the Department wants to buy some, the from a book. I wonder how many anything truly innovative? The
students truly feel that their classes Macintosh network in Douglass is a
38th yard line.
price is $1000 per ounce.
seems to be a better
And then, that cute
So anyway, the snows fell stimulate them to think creatively? nice idea, but it
a reality.
than
release
press
feel
teachers
many
wonder
how
heartthrob. Johnny "PT Boat" and melted, and the populace bought I
easy
It's
to criticize, so I
by
stimulated
their
students?
choice
survived a play
Kennedy,
sardines and had a grand old time
It is a challenge both to also offer some solutions: President
controversy, and carried the detente' celebrating the return of winter to
the student body and the Copeland, I challenge you to get in
i
this dreary place.
f
'administration to make this place touch with Wooster. We deserve to
page
3
Continued from
something more than a factory hear from you more than we do. and
seems hell this school greatly. The letter from which fills us with book learning. a weekly letter to your student
school
this
college, but
bent on treating us like we have no our president telling us our tuition If people are given a chance to population would be a good start.
more ability to take care of ourslves will be raised is a classic example. respond they will, if they are given Tell us your opinions, ask for ours.
than a twelve year old. Look at how No room for discussion, just the the facts they will wrestle with I think well listen, and youll be to make a difference, but
I wonder if
'
students on financial aid are forced facts. Although it may be more them, but is the faculty ready to take surprised to find that we can give that's possible here. Wooster has
difficult to handle a population of on the responsiblity of a student options and ideas that you have the potential to became much more
into housing and food service.
than it is. but it is well on the road
An
effort by the students who are both interested and body who takes an interst in the never thought of.
So many people want to to being a day- - care center for two
administration to treat the student aware of what is happening around process of their own education?
population as equals would benefit them, it would create a more vibrant When will they admit they are afraid leave. At some schools people try thousand students.
got in some trouble in
high school.
There we were, eating

i.
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Reagan and AIDS

m

'

;
.

Inconsistent or neglect?
David A. Dean, Editor-in-Chi-

ef

At a time when the Reagan administration is charged
with being "inconsistent" , America can rest assured Reagan is
"consistent'' in one area: neglect. Neglect of the poor, neglect
of. minorities, neglect of the unemployed, neglect of the
environment, neglect of foreign policy, and finally, neglect of
reality. The question then arises, what hasn't the President
neglected? Quite simply, nothing!
The international - crisis over AIDS - (Aquired
Immune Deficiency, Syndrome) appears to be an issue that
President Reagan will .only deal with when the grim reaper
claims one of his own. In a report released last week critics
have charged the Reagan administration with fragmented and
inadquate responses to AIDS.

.

What was originally perceived as God's retribution
against homosexuality has taken a more heterosexual approach.
Reports from Washington and Atlanta claim that the number of
gay men and women contracting AIDS has reached a plateau,
while staggering rates of heterosexual men and women appear to
be making up the slack. In short. AIDS is no longer just a
"gay" disease it is everyone's disease.
The administration's refusal to deal with the reality of
AIDS is, however, not totally inconsistent with its views on
other issues. Any hint of liberalism curdles the blood of the
Republican ranks and in effect stifles any chances for further
debate. This attitude has also polluted the scientific community
who must now cater to political idealogy in order to continue
funding.'
AIDS will not go away like a bad nightmare. Nancy
can't push it aside like Donald Regan, and religious crusading
won't soften its blow. AIDS is the next "Great Plague."
My mother told me that humankind will not be destroyed by a
nuclear exchangejjul by AIDS. Unfortunately, the seriousness
of mis disease has been gfossed over with humor and ridicule.
Look to your left and then to your right; one of you will not be
around because of AIDS. How funny is that?

way:

f

Board of Trustees Discuss College's
Social Policy on Investments in South
Africa
A

was created to look into the progress of

sub-committ- ee

"disinvestment"
Mrs. Alwyn Dowling appointed by Investment
oversee the implementation of this policy

c
an
committee made up of
trustees, students, and administration
to look into and hopefully revise
this policy. The committee reported
back to the full board in October of
this year. The board then rewrote
and adopted the new policy between
October and 'March. The policy
provides that within three years the
College of Wooster will divest itself
of its portfolios, stocks, and bonds
currently held in companies in South
Africa.
ad-ho-

Scott Spangler
News Writer. The Wooster Voice
The College of Wooster'i

the entire board. The the committee

Board of Trustees met during chairman, as he wishes, may or may
to look
spring break on March 6. The board not appoint a
once
the
facing
in
year,
issue
detail,
the
times
a
at, in
meets three
October, once in March, and a final committee. The full board meets and
time at the end of the academic year the committees report their findings.
in May, to - discuss the regular The board then makes a final
decision based upon these findings.
business of the College.
One of the more interesting
The decisions of the board
and
findings
decisions to come out of
major
and
are based upon the
sub-committ-

reports of committees and
The chairman of
the board appoints one of the
trustees to head up one of the
several committees that comprise
sub-committe-

to

Sub-committ- ee

es.

ee,

the March meeting was one
involving the College's social
policy on endowed investments. A
year ago, at the spring session of

Mrs. Alwyn

-

Dowling,

.

wife of Professor Dowling of the
department of theater was appointed

by

the

Investment
to oversee the

subcommittee

the board, the chairman appointed implementation

-

of this policy.

.
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D7D0U
Surprising
Lady Tennis
Team
Prepares
For GLCA
Tournament

Scots Rampant On The Diamond Again This Season
by Wes Johnston
record and 41 strikeouts in just 33
and a third innings pitched.
Freshman Bill Breakly pitched a
shutout, giving up only two hits in
the second game, raising his record
In the third game, senior
to
Mike Hatfield, loser of two previous
one run games, pitched extremely
well and led Wooster to a big 18-- 4
win. In the final game, freshman
Marco Daniels overpowered the
Oberlin squad with ten strikeouts and
raised his record to
Daniels
already has twenty strikeouts in 19
and a third innings pitched.
Offensively, the Scots are

The 1987 Wooster baseball
overall (4-- 0 NCAC) ,
with continuous hard work and
determined effort, is ready for their
quest for a NCAC Championship
and possibly a Division
III
National Championship. Last
weekend, the squad swept a four
game series from NCAC rival
13-18-Oberlin (7-and
showed their excellent ballance of
hitting, defense and pitching that is
necessary for success. Senior Rob
Piscetta threw a four hitter and got
his 5th win in the first game.
Pisceta is still perfect with a 0
team,

15-- 5

1,

0,

8--

4,

led

2-- 0.

5--

NCAC.

O'Brien, lb (316), Brian Sullivan,
2b. (.314). Kevin Howard, c (316).
and designated hitter Pete Meyer
(.310), make up the rest of the
loaded team.
This team is coins' to
create a lot of excitement this year
behind Sforzo in the hitting and should not limit their dreams
department is sophomore Cary and visions. The team has a home
by News Services
McConnell and Gary Hall. doublheader this weekend against
an improving
McConnell is hi ting at a .444 clip, NCAC rival
Despite losing three of its
while Hall is hitting .440. As a Denison squad, so come see the top four players from last season?
team, Wooster is hitting .350 with a team.
the surprising College of Wooster
sluging Pet. of .537.
women's tennis team seems destined'
Rob Howerton, 2b. (370),
to be a contender in the North Coast .J
Dave Peterjohn. of (.338), Mike
Athletic Conference once again this
season. The emergence of freshmen""
Pre-Seas- oh
Jennifer Young (Portland, IndVClay
County H.S.) at No. 2 singles and
two-tim-

e

the hitting
machine Rick Sforzo. Sforzo is
hitting .465 with an unreal slugging
Pet. of .930, with eight homeruns.
This is amazing since this has been
done in just twenty games.
Just
Player-of-the-Yea-

3-- 1.

5),

by
r,

Wooster Track Teams Prepare For Excellent

H.S.) at
key factor in""
Wooster s modest success so far this
season. Both players are 5 for die
Lady, Scp, who, are 4--6 as a team.
In addition to the two
(DaytonTrotwood-Madiso-

No.- -

by News Services

.

f

Wooster Dave" Dean (Pitsburgh, PaNorth , won the 400 meter dash in 51.9, arid
men and women' track tevni will i: Hills H.S.) comboned for a time of sophomore
Chris
Shilts
relay also (Birmingham, MiVCranbrook) took
travel to Cleveland for the Case ; 8:10
The
Reserve invitational this weekend finished first with a time of 47.5. first ia the 400 meter hurdles with a
after opening their outdoor season at Individually, junior Rich Carmel time of 613. . The- women scored their
a
Walsh Invitational i (GraftonMidview H.S.) won the ;
March 28. ,
in the discus wiCt
shot put wih a toss of 44-junior first
.,
The Scots posted victories s Shawn
Madden ' (Elizabeth, freshman- - Kris
Mushett's
ia ? eight events, .including the'; Pa.EI5zabeth Forward H.S.) finished (SanduskyPerkins H.S.) toss of
two-mirelay in which junior first in the pole vault (13); junior 1132. and followed xtp wish six
Chuck Brady (Arnold, MLSeverna' John Mandryk (LakewoodLakewood s more
individual victories.
Park H.S .) and seniors Bob Jones I RS.). captured the HO meter high Sophomore Stephanie- - Scierka (Oil
(LakesideLmhem West H.S.), Gene ; hurdles with a time of 15.9; junior City, Pa.OiI City H.S.) won the'
;Toy CrestlineCrest! me H.S.) and I Terry Cartar (ClevelandRhodes H.S.
run with
time of
The College

11:07

fc

400-met- er

-

&on-scoi- ag

-

--

tory

7;

-

,

-

.-vic-

-

r;

s

le

--

i

3D0O-met- er

Hot Scot Tennis Team
Hosts Allegheny And
Oberlin
by News Services

Rowena

::

ge

Linda

Stevenson

-

j

s has

P.Harritoa U.S.) won the 15C0
meter run (5:10.4), senior Lisa
Diment (Kalamazoo, s MLCentral
H.S.) captured the 800 meter. un
(2:29), junior Stephanie Kazrrierski
(AUentownv Pa .Cheltenham IIJS.)
won the 400 meter hurdles: 152),
and junior. Univer Cukhala (Nairobi,
KenyaAlliance TLS.) .finished first
in the tri;Ie jump (353").

n

been-th- e

5--

-

freshmen, junior .Kristen

(Gladwyne, (Georgetown,

Golf Team Ready To take
On The Loaded NCAC
by Tad Mason

Tan

H.S.)' placed
in
first
the high jump (4'10),' junior
(Tailmad-eyTallmaa-

--

-

junior

-

Lingley

Mandy

7

--

Patton1

Ky.Valley Forge

H.S.), is 3 at No. 1 singles after
posting a 19-- 2 record in 1986.
The Lady Scots will get a
7--

.

J

1

taste of top level Division III
competition at the Great Lakers
Colleges Association Tournament
--

this weekend.

Menfs Rugby
Defeats

Marietta

In the season opener, the
Wooster
Scots overcame tough
He noted that in the
encouraged.
conditions
to
College
second round, Wooster played as
a
score
by
of
Rob 1
well, as such powers as Maryland,
the caotain. I
Miami and Virginia Tech. Still the Montgomery,
performance was disappointing for converted a 40 yard field goal to put J
the .team, which had high hopes the Scots on top early in the firsr

The College of WoosterV
golf team got roughed up this
weekend at the Iron
Duke
Classic at Duke University.
Shaky play by the team dropped
them into last. place in the entirely
before it went down.. But the team half. Later, and return was blocked
,
Division I field. was not able, to prepare, very well for by Ted Merkel after a deep Jay
Sophomore .Davis .Houck the trip south. The results showed it almonds punt. Sean Pickett
recovered it for an excellent try.
led the team in one of usual strong,
Montgomery
converted the extra
The team plays today,
early performances. Yet, even with
Houck, the team was plaugued Jby whether" providing. ' at Marietta, point to give the Scots a 0 lead
half-timThe second
where it' is the defending champion. going into
problems on the putting greens.
saw
half
the
Scots
hold
off a late
Hopefully they will" play better this
surge
-by
Marietta
to
-'
win
7
A
After a poor first round, the week.
great
team
Jboth
performance
by
team came back and played fan
forwards and back who were
average second round, but. again
coached
by freshman J eh an
faded the last day. Still, despite the
Post Office Box 37000
Canagaretna
scrum-hafor the
poor showing. Coach Nye Was
Washington, X.C2QQJ3...
beat-Mariett-

a

9-- 7.

--

Heading toward what might
be its best season in history, the
Scot tennis team will try to improve
on an 11-- 3 record when it hosts
North Coast Athletic Conference
rivals Allegheny and Oberlin April

4.

'

Senior

Dave

''

"7

--

'

record than Baka. Sophomore Scott
McCormick (Wichita. Kan. Walnut
Hills H.S.) and freshman Steve Kuri
(RavennaWestern Reserve Academy)
are the only underclassmen to have
broken into the top six positions
for Wposter.

Baka

H.), who
received a bid to the NCAA Division
season, leads the way with a record
of 10-- 3 at No. 1 singles. Only

senior

Jeff

Reiter

(PembervilleEastwood H.S.). who is
11-- 3
at No. 6 singles, has a better

.

,

.

:

(BrecksvilleWalsh .Xesuit

III National Championships last

.

9--

e.

NORTH
COAST

ATHLETIC

CONFERENCE

9--

New Catalog

lf

Sri Lankan Rugby International.

I

NCAC Sports' tipdMe

Shiltsy Going Nowhere
"'

'X: .'

:

Fast
Another One Blows It!
.

Scott Tedder
Is First-Tea-

Christophei Shuts

All-Ameri- ca

.

Spnrtv Editnr. The Wnocfwr Voice
Dwight Gooden peers down at the batter. Shea Stadium
silent
yet another fan ready to hoist a cardboard It" into the
air. Gooden reaches for his cap. Oh, dear no. He's not doing
anything naughty is he? Not the 198S National League Cy
Young Winner. Not the rookie record holder for strikeouts in a
season. No sir! But wait, he only won seventeen games last
Dwight? He
year. Is something wrong with the
Still haverit
looses both, of his World Series appearances.
guessed? Perhaps unrelated, but what about his conflict, with
certain policemen? Dwight Gooden, the "boy God", destined to
be a phenom even during minor league success in the New
York-PerLeague, seems to be having normal problems like
you and me
a star athlete with sociatal problems. Gooden
fires and delivers. Yes sir, he sure is concentrating on baseball
this year. Gooden strikes out and falls into a cloud of dust like
before him. Yet another victim to
many stars ( even
cocaine blows it.
a
Once upon a time there was a football star named
Mercury Morris. Prison taught him, and now he do- comercials telling us not to do what he did. Then Sports
all-mig-

hty

m

non-star- s)

Illustrated does a story on Chuck Muncie's drug usage,
But no one seems to notice.
especially his desire to
Oh sure, every mom and dad will tell little Joey and Judy that
drugs can do harm No! Len Bias really died. Hmmmm. This
will wake people up. Don Rogers too, huh. Two superstars,
dead. Our athletes, our heroes, the men that children worship,
imitate and idolize, are dead. Well, if our children tend to
imitate what they see on T.V. and what athletes do. then
certainly they will look up. see heaven and hope that they don't
go the way their imaginative loves have fallen. Yeah, they'll
mass transit, the direct route. Finally.
see heaven alright
Gary McLain unleashes his story in Sports Illustrated, bringing
down the Villanova ship and captain with him. A fourteen year
old writes in and says that he's learned and doesn't need a first
hand experience.
free-bas- e.

'

BasketballTrack star Mark Speer squad was - invited to the NCAA
of Kenyon college finished fourth in playoffs. ' That team was also
his
m
the high jump competition to earn coached by John Reynders
Speer first season. ' Reynders. the NCAC
certificate.
his
All-Ameri- ca
played a full season of basketball Men's Coach of the Year, how
and set
and did not participate in track and has a career mark of 135-6- 4
mark
coaching
the
Allegheny
for
Conference
meet.
the
until
field
Scott Tedder (Whitehall.
.
a
.
this
past
in
career
wins
of
d
Grabisna
Erwin
OhWhitehall) of Ohio Wesleyan
University, and the NCAC Man's Case Western Reserve University season...The Allegheny women's
25-- 4
record and
BasketbaU Player of the Year earned fifth place in the shot put for squad Crushed with a fourth-straigcapped
their
off
in the last two seasons, has been his second indoor track and field
honor.
The Parma, NCAA playoff appearance - by
named first team of the Kodak
basketball team for Ohio native can become the first placing third in the Atlantic
regional, . defeating the nation's
the NCAA Division HI. This team CWRU athlete to earn
within
NCAA
sport
three
in
team. Capital
honors
is sponsored by Kodak and
.79-6- 3
on its home
University,
selected
was
He
same
year.
the
represents voting by coaching
Ohio Athletic
Capital
was
the
court.
second-teaLittle
members of the National
champion.
In the last
Conference
by the Associated
Coaches' Press following the
Basketball
is
has
Allegheny
years.
four
season
football
Association. Tedder finished the
35-- 1
has
and
mark,
NCAC
a
posted
and
the
earned
end)
(defensive
season with a 28.5 scoring average,
ranking in the shot participated in the NCAA playoffs
which should rank him among the
Outdoor Track and" each of those four years.
NCAA
the
in
put
top three Division HI scorers in the
Allegheny's Brian Stadnik (Medina.
Championships.
Field
country when the final stats are
became the Gators
OhMedina)
released. The 2 junior should be
'
leading
scorer with 1.696
the nation's top returning scorer for
'
Bethea of Case
points...
Allison
next season.

It is beginning to get boring. It is turning into a big
joke. Mike Schmidt and Reggie Jackson forbid us to partake in .
drugs. College basketball players inform us on ESPN during the
NCAA Basketball Tournament the "You can't be a hit if you're
high." The logical response is "you can't get high if you don't
take a hit" Well. Dwight sure did screw things up. We keep
and it won't stop.
cruising along in a continuous circle
Who's next?
Superstars aren't the only ones who do coke. How
many here have even tried it? Onerwo...threeawe, come on.
There's more than that. Liars. Not that all of you are being
accused, but far from all of you are innocent. How about we try
ionvcthing new. Why, when Keith Hernandez wishes Gooden a
safe recovery and that "he's a fine fellow." must we say that he
Let's leave
only said that because he's a fellow coke-fembeing a
usage,
despite
drug
persons
them alone. Another
We've
got
other
our
business.
celebrity, is really none of
Africa,
Contra
the
South
Slavador,
EI
Nicauragra,
problems
Scandal and Oral Roberts. Perhaps if we were superstars we'd be
more strung out than them. Have you ever won seventeen
Ever been a
games and suH been sensed of having an
teen-ag- e
national hero?

Multi-honore-

.

I'd be a hypocrite if I said that I don't condone drug
usage. So would many of you. That is to say that it is not a
problem with our headliners , but quite obviously a problem
but
with ourselves. Allow the media to have their field-day,

let's

keep

our

comments

to

ourselves.

ht

,.

All-Ameri- ca

All-Ameri- ca

All-Ameri-

ca

lOth-rank-

ed

m

All-Ameri-

ca

95-1- 3,

All-Ameri- ca

6--

all-ti-

Cage Notes

me

Western Reserve University became
leading scorer for the
the
College Spartans with 833 points. Jier 378
all-ti-

Kevin Locke Is

The Allegheny

CoSIDA-GT- E

Academic

all-ti-

me

-

All-Ameri- ca

to Scott
can claim
pick
of Denison
(Cincinnati,
forward, was a

In addition
the NCAC
another first team
in junior Kevin Locke
University.
Locke

Tedder,

me

points this year was a Spartan
junior, iwith a 15.1 ppg.
school records with this recordA
average,
will be thetop
Bethea
year's performance. Their 22 wins
scorer, for next
returning
NCAC
were the most ever in a season. season. "
Previous best was the 1979-8- 0
men s squad set several

season which sported 20 wins and
also was the last time an Allegheny

All-Ameri- ca

OhSycamore), a

6--

3

key starter for the Big Red and
carries a 3.8 GPA in his political
science major. Locke finished as

the

eight-leadin-

UL3

scorer in the

g

NCAC with a 14.3 ppg.

Voting is

College
Sports
Information
directors of
by

the

!

America (CoSIDA).

NCAC
All-Americ-

as

In Indoor Track
And Field

BLOODMOBILiS

THURS.

Scott

Shorney of

Denison University, a

three-tim-

e

NCAC track MVP. was the top
Conference performer at the recent
NCAA Division HI Indoor Track and
Field Championships. Shorney was

die national long jump champion
with a mark of 24-- 5, which also
happens to be anew Denison record.
Voice ' Error: Last
weeks article on the men's lacrosse
team was written by revamped
Craig Lombard!. We at die
Voice welcome kirn back.
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lets you runMS-DO- S
programs.
comes with either two built-i- n 800K
lyou choose akilliantiwmmatalikea
drives, or one drive and an internal
Whichever Macintosh you choose,
MacintoshTpersonal computen And now
hard disk. As well as a you can use the latest, most advanced
there are two models to choose from.
software. And that means; youllbeable
Aoicerftwonewkeytoaids.
......
. .
.
.
.
The Macintosh Plus, which comes
Inside, the SE aJso has an expan- toworeiastajtettrrandsmarter
rwith(xie800KdiskdiandaMmffia-- sion slot so you can add a caid that lets
No two ways about it
pyte ofmemory (expandable to four).
youshareirmationova(2mpus- And the newMatintosh SE Which wide networicOr anothercaid that
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